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 1. Context 
As India works towards making contributions to 5G, the real opportunity for making strong 

contributions presents itself in the form of leveraging Machine Learning (ML) in communication 

networks. Machine Learning has been an active field of research, and its applicaton in the digital 

commiunication infrastrucute  will further build up its potential.  

In this era of 5G technology adoption & deployment and the start of research & development on 6G, 

leading to truly converged adaptive & zero touch communication services, there is growing interest 

in ML applications in communication systems design. While some researchers are working on 

applying ML techniques for optimizing communication systems, others are doubtful about its 

benefits. 

Bharti School of Telecommunication and Management, Indian Institute of Delhi, the pioneer of 

Telecom and Communication in Indian academia, joined Telecommunications Standards 

Development Society, India (TSDSI), which is leading the development of 5G standards, to pave way 

further to the technological interventions and standardization activities in the field of ML in 

communication, and its standardization activities. For the same, a workshop on “Machine Learning 

in Future Networks and Role of Standardization” was organized at IIT Delhi on 29 November 2019. 

This workshop was conducted with the objective of sifting the facts from preconceived ideas 

regarding adoption of ML in future networks, the quantum & depth of this challenge and  

opportunities for standardization. 

 

This report gives a summary of the workshop proceedings. 
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2. Workshop on Machine Learning in Future Networks & Role of 

Standardization Workshop   

  

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This workshop was organized by Bharti School, IIT 

Delhi in collaboration with TSDSI for deliberating on 

the aspects of Machine Learning in Communication, 

and ongoing Standardization activities.  Objective of 

the workshop was to discuss about the future of ML in 

communication, and its implications. The workshop 

intended to throw light on the ongoing development 

activities of ML in communication field, along with a 

projection of its scope.  Applications of ML in 

communications, challenges &  benefits along with 

debate on  standardization formulations,  with a focus 

on India specific requirements was the primary focus 

of the workshop. 

It was conducted in the form of context setting and 

experience sharing by representative utilities on the 

topics, expert talk/s and panel discussions to identify 

actionable items for taking forward. The workshop 

had experts from academia as well as Industry, 

providing cues on how to navigate the standards 

development process in order to reach their 

standardization objectives. 
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3. Workshop Deliberations 

The workshop witnessed enthusiastic participation from delegates from the academia as well as 

industry. Standardization bodies were a part of the workshop. Expert Speakers, drawn from 

Telecom, Utilities, ML and Standardization research & development, shared their experiences and 

viewpoints and participated in different panel discussions on the workshop topics. The detailed 

program agenda with speaker presentations maybe viewed on the workshop event page here.   

Inaugural Session 

The inaugural session was opened with welcome remarks by Prof Monika Aggarwal, Associate 

Professor, IIT Delhi, who enlightened the audience on importance of ML in future networks and role 

of standardization in today’s research and development work. She drew a parallel between God’s 

creation of an intelligent learning being – MAN and the current efforts by Man to harness AI. There 

should be rule to ensure that the robot/AI does not take over. Mr Dinesh Chand Sharma, project 

SESEI, ETSI, gave a special address on the potential of AI in improving productivity.  He highlighted 

the EU strategies on AI and the goal of creating a globally relevant AI reference platform.  

Mr Sachin Gaur, India-EU cooperation on ICT Related Standardization, policy & legislation project 

drew an interesting & novel parallel of a tree to 5G, sensors & AI and  how standardization can 

enable cross-functional synergies based on the concept of grafting. He informed the audience about 

the Megasense project for Air pollution monitoring in EU. He also educated the audience on the 

biggest challenge being radio connectivity & number of data points generated & the pros of having 

AI on Edge. There was a call for Increasing Academic research at International level. 

Ms Pamela Kumar, DG, TSDSI, spoke about ICT & how standards define the path of research & what 

directions technology should take. She apprised the audience on the setup of the standards bodies 

and their SDO partners & likened Standardization to a global churning ‘sagar manthan’.  

At the end of the session, Prof Brejesh Lall delivered vote of thanks. 

This was followed by sessions on  expert talks to introduce “Future of ML in Communications Beyond 

5G”, “Projections on Scope of ML in Communication/Standardization adoption”, “Standards-101:ML 

and 5G”, “Convergence of Compute and Communication”, “Evolution of ML chipsets” and “Ongoing 

ML development work in Industry”.  

Expert Talk on “Future of ML in Communications Beyond 5G” 

Mr Satish Jamadagni, Vice Chairman, TSDSI (Reliance JIO), discussed challenges that lie in exploiting 

the data available in Big Data. He discussed AI & the hardware requirements/ availability for it & 

how the increase in compute power at lower costs has driven the rapid exploration/development of 

AI. He gave an example of beam forming to explain the role of hardware, algorithms & neural net for 

improving services. 

 

 

https://tsdsi.in/event/nsgm-tsdsi-workshop-on-leveraging-5g-and-cloud-for-smart-grids-india-context/
https://tsdsi.in/event/nsgm-tsdsi-workshop-on-leveraging-5g-and-cloud-for-smart-grids-india-context/
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Expert Talk on Convergence of Compute and Communication 

Mr Shailesh Kumar, from Interra Systems delivered a thought-provoking talk on “Convergence of 

Compute and Communication” by. The different models available for compute were discussed. The 

architectures for mobile Edge computing & Edge accelerated web platform were detailed by him. 

 Expert Talk on Evolution of ML Chipsets 

Mr. Piyush Kaul, Cadence Design Systems, gave an overview on the evolution of ML chipsets & the 

importance of having AI on device rather than cloud. Deep Learning vision application, CNN & non 

linearities were discussed with the trick being in design of efficient hardware as well as algorithms. 

Expert Talk on Ongoing ML development work in Industry 

Mr Harihara Natarajan, from Wipro, introduced an approach evolving from Data Native to Cloud 

Native due to security concerns. He pointed out that AI/ML system is black box for many and 

interoperability is a bigger challenge. The system performance can be evaluated using Optimized 

Risk Score. He suggested to design a ML model that can be interpreted by user. He identified major 

issues in ML as Quantified Biasing in the system, fall of system due to overburden, no standards 

definition for ML system. It was suggested that ML development work should be iterative, collect 

data, and get early feedback on model quality. 

Expert Talk on Standards-101: ML and 5G 

Mr. Vishnu Ram, from ITU-T, discussed the nine-step strategy to contribute to ITU-TFGML5G 

Standards. These included “stalking” technology -> “stalking” the SDO -> researching on the work 

items -> loving thy neighbor -> aligning timelines -> engaging ITU Global AI technology -> S-killing -> 

busting the myths and -> copying the technique. He discussed use cases for network optimization, 

and the expert knowledge for analysis.  He laid stress on the fact that collection of Good Quality and 

Label Data, specific to Area where AI/ML solutions can apply, helps in Training of ML model. It was 

discussed that it is necessary to identify what to deal with and identify the gaps in standardization.  

Panel Discussion #1: ML Technology-Maturity in Communication 

 

The panel discussion was moderated by Mr Vipin Tyagi, Executive Director, CDOT. Panelists were Mr 
Ankur Chauhan, AIRTEL; Mr Chetan Kabu, Truminds; Mr Rahul Dhatariya, Tata Communications; Mr 
Chitwan Arora, Hughes Systique Corporation; and Ms Deepa Tyagi, DDG (FN), TEC.  

The session began with the question of Big data challenges inclusion of AI in different layers of 5G. 
Mr Ankur stated that as 5G is multi-dimensional domain having higher throughput, large 
connections & nodes, it requires many changes in the network such as Design Scheduler, etc. Mr 
Chetan Kabu further added that AI/ ML technology is still developing and at nascent stage so lots of 
efforts are required to make it Industry ready. Availability of skilled workforce is a big concern. Mr 
Chitwan Arora pointed out Standard Data is not available to train, test and develop AI/ML systems. 
In case of Computer Vision, Standard data is available, but no standard data is available for 
communication sector. Mr Rahul Dhatariya said that AI/ML system needs Quality Data and experts 
to train the Algorithms.  He said that the Industry needed to invest on research and experts. Ms 
Deepa Tyagi stated that 5G+ ML will draw the path towards 6G. The session chair, Mr Vipin Tyagi, 
stated that the hindrance in evolution of Networks is IP packets i.e. Legacy IP protocols. In order to 
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rectify it, we need to look at options other than packetization like optical dimensions, De-processing, 
etc. 

 

Panel Discussion #2: Bridging the Skill and Standardisation Gap 

This panel discussion was moderated by Mr Vishnu Ram. The other panellists were Mr Pranav Jha, 
from IIT Bombay, Mr Piyush Sharma, Executive-in-Residence at Anderson School of Management, 
UCLA and at ISB, and Mr Sushil Kumar, DDG IoT, TEC. 

Setting the context, Mr Vishnu discussed the use cases and solution for migrating to IMT-2020 
networks in emerging markets. Discussing about the types of skills and standards gap, Mr Piyush 
stated that the gaps can be overcome by reskilling the workforce. NSDC, PMKY can be leveraged to  
train manpower on AI/ML. Mr Sushil Kumar stated that education system needs to be revamped. 
There must be flexible access to knowledge resources.  

Mr Pranav Jha discussed about the convergence between AI and Telecom Standards. He also pointed 
out that the Standardization algorithms can be identified through TSDSI. He stated that there is an 
opportunity to develop standards in particular use cases application sectors like education, etc, 
which can be taken to various national and international forums. 

 

Panel Discussion #3: ML in Communication-An Opportunity or Threat for India? 

Moderator for this discussion was Mr Vikas Bhatnagar, AIRTEL and panellists were Mr Kaushik Saha, 
Samsung, Mr Deepak Soni, Ericsson and Mr Karun Jain, National Instruments.  

Mr Bhatnagar set the context by stating that improving operation efficiency with zero touch 
networks is not possible without ML. He said that network planning and optimization enhance the 
network experience 

 
Mr Kaushik Saha cautioned against movement of raw data for analysis on communication links 

causing traffic congestion on 5G network with heavy spikes. He elaborated on the history of 

evolution of SCADA from isolated networks to today’s wireless connectivity which makes them 

vulnerable. It is important that devices used for collecting data & running analytics should be 

hardened. An  interesting concept of the swarm approach for collaborative intelligence in low 

compute devices was discussed at length. Defects in one device can be detected by its neighbour 

thus reducing compute power required. This is a very important point for optimizing energy 

requirements. Industry experts remarked that academia should take up the responsibility of building 

ethical bias in systems.  

Mr Karun Jain elaborated on enhancing network experience through smart planning, optimization, 
machine reasoning. He stated building up of ethical bias in systems, as part of our academic 
responsibility.  

Mr Deepak Soni spoke about new opportunity areas in 4G/5G and the AI BOT chat.  
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3. Key Takeaways and Recommended Way Forward  

The workshop was acknowledged as a first step towards future workshops to synergising the efforts 
of ML in Communication across industry & academia as well as standardization of ML in 
communication. The cognisance to machine, state of their health and the services making the 
difference were discussed.  

Skill set requirements, gaps in standardization, available government schemes, and the telecom 
standards platform were highlighted. A common observation in all sessions was the importance of 
standardization, its adoption in the way of the lifecycle of a research problem & the strategy 
required to be adopted to ensure standardization studies are always the priority.  

Convergence of compute, communication and the applications driving it were discussed in detail. It 
was a given that to improve operational efficiency, zero or near-zero touch network was required 
which is not possible without ML. Experts cautioned against movement of raw data for analysis on 
communication links causing traffic congestion on 5G network with heavy spikes & the fact that 
traffic data & analytics on networks is critical. 

The closing note was on Convergence in 6G being a major game changer & the adoption of ML in 
communications.  It was agreed that further intensive deliberations are required, for which follow on 
workshops may be planned. 
 

Key conclusions: 

• Research & Development are critical for hardening of devices  

• AI/ ML system needs Quality Data and experts to train the algorithms. India needs to get 
ready for this opportunity. 

• As 5G Technology has a gamut of use-cases/ requirements, changes in UE, Core N/W, Access 
N/W are required to ensure QoS. 

• Standardization across AI is a challenge as there is interfacing problem and it is also difficult 
to correlate all AI systems by rules-standards 

• Packetization i.e. legacy IP protocols maybe a hindrance in evolution of Networks. 

Brainstorming is required to analyse whether packetization or digitization is the way 

forward.   

 

Next Steps: 

a. A formal proposal for further deliberations on candidate technical items identified during 
the workshop shall be submitted to the Networks Study Group of TSDSI with IIT Delhi as the 
Champion.   

b. Based on the deliberations, possible areas of work in Study Group- Services & Solutions shall 
be identified. 
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Annexure A –Program Agenda 

WORKSHOP ON 

“MACHINE LEARNING IN FUTURE NETWORKS & ROLE OF STANDARDISATION” 

29th November 2019 

Venue:  Room No. IIA-101, Bharti School of Telecommunication Technology & Management, IIT 

Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi-110016 

Session Title Start Time End Time Session Details  

Registration 9:30 10:00 Registration 

 

 

Inaugural Session 

 

10:00 to 11:15 Inaugural Session 

10:00 10:05 Lighting of Lamp 

10:05 10:20 Welcome Remarks by Prof Monika Aggarwal, Centre for 

Applied Research in Electronics (CARE), IIT Delhi 

10:20 10:35 Special Address by Mr Dinesh Chand Sharma, Project 

SESEI, ETSI 

10:35 10:50 Special Address by Mr Sachin Gaur, India-EU Cooperation 

on ICT Related Standardisation, Policy and Legislation 

Project    

10:50 11:05 Inaugural Address by Ms Pamela Kumar, Director General, 

TSDSI 

11:05 11:15 Vote of thanks by Prof Brejesh Lall, Professor, Bharti 

School of Telecom Technology & Management, IIT Delhi 

Networking Break (11:15 to 11:30) 

Future of ML in 

Communications beyond 5G   

11:30 11:45 Mr Satish Jamadagni, Reliance JIO  

Projections on Scope of ML 

in communications/ 

standardisations adoption  

11:45 12:00 Prof  Brejesh Lall, Professor, Bharti School of Telecom 

Technology & Management, IIT Delhi 

Convergence of Compute 

and Communication 

12:00 12:15 Mr Shailesh Kumar, Interra Systems 

Evolution of ML Chipsets  12:15 12:30 Mr Piyush Kaul, Cadence Design Systems                                          

Ongoing ML development 12:30 12:45 Mr Harihara Natarajan, WIPRO        
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Session Title Start Time End Time Session Details  

work in Industry  

ML/AI Based applications-

driving demand  

12:45 13:00 Dr. Manish Sharma, SAMSUNG   

Standards-101: ML and 5G 13:00 13:15 Mr Vishnu Ram, ITU-T   

Lunch Break (13:15 to 14:15) 

ML Technology-Maturity in 

communication 

(Panel Discussion) 

 

14:15 15:00 Mr Vipin Tyagi, Executive Director, CDOT - Session Chair                 

Mr Ankur Chauhan, AIRTEL                            

Mr Chetan Kabu, TRUMINDS              

Mr Rahul Dhatariya, Tata Communications Ltd.     

Mr Chitwan Arora, Hughes Systique Corporation       

Ms Deepa Tyagi, DDG (FN), TEC         

Bridging the Skill and 

Standardisation gap  

(Panel Discussion) 

  

15:00 15:45 Mr Vishnu Ram, ITU-T – Session Chair                                   

Mr Pranav Jha, IIT Bombay  

Mr Piyush Sharma, Executive-in-Residence at Anderson 

School of Management, UCLA and at ISB       

Mr Sushil Kumar, DDG IOT,TEC 

Networking Break (15:45 to 16:00 

Concluding Session 

ML in Communication- An 

Opportunity or Threat for 

India? (Panel Discussion) 

16:00 16:40 Mr Vikas Bhatnagar, AIRTEL - Session Chair 

Mr Kaushik Saha, SAMSUNG                    

Mr Deepak Soni, ERICSSON                       

Mr Karun Jain, National Instruments   

Take aways and Next steps 

 

16:40 17:00 Prof Brejesh Lall, Professor, Bharti School of Telecom 

Technology & Management, IIT Delhi 

Mr Satish Jamadagni, Vice Chairman, TSDSI 

Ms Pamela Kumar, DG, TSDSI 
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Annexure B – Workshop in Pictures 

 

 

 

 

Click here to see more pictures. 

Full House in the 

workshop 

Panelists of the session 

on ML Technology 

Maturity in 

Communication 

Mr Vishnu Ram on 

ITU-T perspective 

Cross Section of Participants 

https://tsdsi.in/event/tsdsi-workshop-on-machine-learning/

